
MASS AND PERIOD DATE MOMENTUM

Name Period Date Momentum â€“ Ch. 12 Part A â€“ Momentum 1) A moving car has momentum. If it moves twice as
fast, its momentum is ______ as much. 2) Two.

The constant rubbing of one part against another wears out even very hard and durable metals like stainless
steel. In general, the loss of matter and radiation is non-spherical, so that the remnant of the supernova
explosion neutron star or black hole acquires some recoil velocity called kick velocity. Simple machines
include levers such as wrenches , pulleys , ramps, wheels , and gears. Understanding the photogate timer.
Acceleration is the change in velocity v over time t. The faster you go, the sooner you get there, and the more
time you save. This process can be accompanied by mass and angular momentum loss from the system. Let
the initial velocity direction represent positive and the opposite direction represent negative velocity values.
The total potential at a given point x,y,z is then where ,. The total mass of the binary decreases by. Look
carefully at things whirling in circles and you'll always find a centripetal force, somewhere, that's doing the
turning. In other words, energy feeds speed. Take a wheel, for example. Suppose you're catching a
fast-moving baseball or cricket ball. Suppose you're standing on a skateboard. When a force acts on an object,
there's an equal force called a reaction acting in the opposite direction. Therefore, the net force gives rise to a
change in momentum. That's an example of everyday forces. Record the initial velocity of glider A, as well as
the final velocities of each glider. Speeding up is an acceleration, but so is slowing downâ€”it's just a negative
acceleration. As the liquid moves from a smaller volume to a bigger one from the thin end to the thick one , it
slows down but gains force. That's because acceleration means any change in your velocity. Magnetic braking
is especially important in CVs and in LMXBs with orbital periods exceeding several hours and is the driving
mechanism for mass accretion onto the compact component. Kinetic energy It takes energy to make something
move, and the faster it goes the more energy it needs. Also, the "motion" forces produce is sometimes a shift
in the direction in which something is moving or a change in its shape. This description turns out to be
successful in reproducing the results of more rigorous numerical calculations see, e.


